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Preface

Bangladesh Medical Association is a very active service oriented organization since its inception on 1956. BMA central executive committee always sworn on through direct vote by all its member in the country for a tenure of two year’s. Present Central Executive Committee headed by Dr. Mustafa Jalal Mohiuddin resume its office on 22nd December 2016. There are 67 branches of association round the county.
Main motto of the organization is to take care of the dignity of its members, encourage member for exposure to latest health innovation through CME ensure security of the working place and to guide Government to ensure health policy for the people round the country.
Out of many CME activities and scientific session, "Diabetes during Pregnancy-control by the involvement of Policy makers and Public participation"
"Arthralgia due to chikungunya" was two important scientific seminars organized by BMA.
We have observed "World Hospice and Palliative care day 2016" by a Scientific discussion 'living and dying in Pain' it doesn't have to happen.
"Health risk and prevention in the working place like Garments and other Industries" were discussed by a group of Scientist in presence of huge workers gathering to observe May Day 2017.
We used to observe all the national days like Independence Day, Victory day, Mothers language day, etc.
We have participated United Nation Climate Change Conference in Germany
International Summit on Air pollution in India
World Medical Association conference in Russia, South Africa, Taiwan and also CMAAO conference in Japan. We are active with IPPNW and attended its international conference in Australia and other part of the world.
Social Responsibilities:

- As social responsibilities we are engaged in Free Friday Clinic where poor, distressed and helpless people are getting free Medical services with drugs. We engage ourselves in all national calamites like Flood, Cyclone and Earthquake.
Organizational Activities:

- We keep our organization interactive through Executive Committee, Central Council meeting regularly and discussion with all the members of its organization holding various activities and academic session in the different level of health facilities.
Now a day’s assault of health workers and vandalization of health facilities by miscreants are our main problem. Hopefully it will come down as BMA raise their voice for formulation of a law punishing those miscreants and to create a congenial atmosphere in working place. Government is keen and in a process of a law.
Our Commitment:

Commitment and integrity by all doctors will ensure to achieve SDG as we all achieved MDG under the leadership of Government of the country and good cooperation by BMA.